Environment & Safety

It’s all about the future. Being there.
You’re in business for the long term. Being the company that also makes the difference in the future. We create the robust solutions for environmental performance, health & safety compliance and corporate social responsibility to help your company become resilient in a fast-changing world. By anticipating sustainability challenges and adding business value, you ensure continuity and sustainability through pragmatic, cost-effective solutions. Which translate into tangible benefits for your customers and business.
Sustainable Solutions

Towards a circular economy
You want reassurances that your business operation is able to anticipate the future challenges. We undertake advanced analyses and offer pragmatic advice with a view towards a circular economy, laying the foundations through:
- drafting a corporate social responsibility (CSR) scan
- creating an eco-efficiency design
- calculating a Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) with concise product or location scans
- conducting a hackathon (innovation focus)
- ensuring pragmatic implementation

Optimum Accommodation

For a comprehensive operation
You benefit from a well-organized, efficient on-site operation, in compliance with legal requirements and with a proper structure and smooth operational routines. We can provide the overview, flexibility and customization that enable you to create a sustainable business park by:
- providing local government publications on business requirements & business areas
- facilitating business permit design and application
- establishing environmental and health & safety management systems
- organizing emergency response, procedures and training
- defining third-party job descriptions, allowance schemes and registrations

Materials Safety

From source to use
You want the security of supply, safe working conditions and no risk of contamination from source to product. This is an essential component of your business. We have the know-how of materials, processes and legal requirements to identify the safety hazards and advise on operational measures by:
- sampling & analyzing materials (within fully-equipped, advanced Philips Innovation Services laboratories or dedicated specialist services)
- investigating toxicology and determining short/long-term hazards
- assessing transport, storage and use of hazardous materials
- establishing compliance with relevant REACH, RoHS and other legislation
License to Operate

Cost-effective compliance
You have to comply with government legislation and certifiable standards while social responsibilities are part of every company’s required management task. We have an arsenal of dedicated compliance and standardization experience and advisory skills, to enable you to fulfill your legal responsibilities by:
• creating coherence between the different management systems so that they are effective, cost-saving and mutually reinforcing
• establishing an ISO 14001 environmental management system, OHSAS 18001 occupational health & safety management system and ISO 26000 sustainability management system
• establishing adherence to ESH standards
• providing internal auditor training
• investigating incidents, in both national and international contexts

Workplace Safety

Part of the mindset
A safe, healthy workplace optimizes your business operation and creates a safe environment for the wellbeing of your employees and visitors. It starts with company-wide awareness and commitment. We take a successful approach to safety risk management, using our vast hands-on experience in:
• creating an adaptable and comprehensive RI&E (Risk Inventory & Evaluation)
• evaluating safety (electronic & electrical, machine, radiation, etc.)
• establishing occupational hygiene and safety management systems/controls
• providing workshops (e.g., electrocution prevention, installation requirements, handling hazardous materials)

Real Estate Management

Maximizing your assets
You want to get the most out of your real estate assets from occupation to decommissioning so that you can not only reduce your costs but also benefit the environment. We have the expertise to orchestrate the technical, financial and legal aspects of commercial and industrial premises and our pragmatic experience enables you to optimize your asset life cycle control by:
• determining the actual environmental status (due diligence)
• estimating the liabilities and management of real estate asset transfer
• facilitating post-merger integration in ESH
• supervising decommissioning, including (chemical) clean-up
• organizing soil and building decontamination as well as pollution mitigation
• using the natural (bio)resources that are present

SAVE UP TO €13,500
Our consultants are innovative thinkers. Ingenuity is in their DNA. They pinpoint problems quickly and come up with the best objective solutions. With the experience and backing of the Philips Innovation Services organization, our consultants are able to identify your needs and solve problems.
The consultant transforms problems into solutions that work for you, your people and your business

The knowledge-intensive, multinational environment of the High Tech Campus Eindhoven is the perfect inspirational setting for innovative thinking. The networks that our consultants develop both internally and externally mean that access is available to expertise in every sector imaginable. As an independent consultant, we can advise you on the structural and permanent improvements you need.

But we go further. By embedding our solutions within the essence of your business strategy, we make a real impact on your operation, your employees and your social responsibilities. Making any subsequent problems much easier to solve.

**Pragmatic**
- Our no-nonsense approach – analyze, act and solve – is focussed on getting the job done.
- No fancy extras or glossy, long-winded reports. And the job is only done when it’s proven to work.

**Versatile**
- > 90 competencies
- With multiple competencies, ranging from legal to technical, our consultants are able to look beyond the problem at hand and see sustainable solutions.

“Our consultants have the helicopter view that has been gained through practical field experience in production companies.”

Jack Schreurs
Managing Consultant
(Soil & Liability Expert)
Environment & Safety is part of the Philips Innovation Services organization, a service organization focussed on accelerating our customers' innovations.

Contact us at the following address:

Philips Innovation Services
Environment & Safety
High Tech Campus 7
5656 AE Eindhoven
The Netherlands

Phone: +31 40 27 41645
E-mail: PESconsultant@philips.com

Find out more at:
www.innovationservices.philips.com
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